
Planx Installation Guide 
Gridworx PLANX System Details 

Gridworx PLANX Video 
 
 
The GridPlanx system is designed to provide continuous panel support for Ultra Compact 
Surface (UCS) material via a 3mm kerf cut along the top and bottom edge of the panel. The 
‘saddle clip’, a black anodized aluminum extrusion, has a lip that locks into the kerf of the panel 
for a mechanical attachment. These saddle clips are adhered in place on the backside of the 
panel using our Gridlock adhesive.  
 
The first step in a Gridplanx installation is to attach the saddle clips to the top and bottom of the 
back side of the panel. This is a continuously supported system, so the clip should be cut to the 
same size as the linear panel dimension. i.e., For a 36” long panel, you would cut your clips to 
exactly 36” and so on. 
Next you will need to adhere these clips in place: First, clean the surface where the clips will 
attach. Water works well, as does isopropyl alcohol. Then ‘mist’ this area lightly with water. (Our 
Gridlock adhesive requires a certain amount of moisture to cure properly) Apply the Gridlock in 
a continuous, roughly ¼” bead, approximately 1⁄2” from the edge of the panel. Mist the Gridlock 
again, then set the lip of the clip into the kerf of the panel and press the clip into the adhesive. 
 ( Make sure the lip stays in the kerf and the clip is fully in contact with the panel). 
Allow the adhesive to cure, approximately 24 hours. The panels can be moved after the 
adhesive ‘sets’ in about 5 hours. 
 
Now that the panels are setting up it’s time to attach your Gridworx adjustable girt 
system to the walls. 
 
MOST IMPORTANT….KNOW YOUR WALLS!! It pays to measure your walls for plumb and 
square ahead of time. Verify where all of your ‘high’ and ‘low’ spots are so you can properly 
apply our adjustable girt system. 
All of our systems are pre engineered for your specific project. Check your Letter Of Compliance 
before you start and periodically as you progress through your project to be sure you are 
following the engineering standards provided. 
 

● Start by attaching your girts to your mullions in the appropriate spacing, i.e. 24” center to 
center. 

● Then attach your mullions to the wall. The girts should be screwed into the stud of the 
sub framing with the correct fasteners ( provided by Gridworx). This will be either 16” or 
24” on center. 

https://gridworxwalls.com/post/marketing-material/gridplanx.php
https://storage.googleapis.com/video.gridworxwalls.com/Gridworx%20Gridplanx%20Assembly.mp4


● At this point only set one screw at the top of each girt along a given wall spacing, such 
as a twelve foot span. Once all of the mullions are ‘hanging’, use a six foot level to plumb 
the mullion and then set it by putting a screw in the bottom of each girt. 

● Now go to the far left mullion and plumb the face of the mullion to the wall surface 
(remember where your high and low spots were, now you know how far out to set the 
mullion from the wall face). Then do the same for the far right side mullion. Now you are 
ready to secure the girts to the mullions using a screw in the pilot holes we provide in the 
girts jaw section. 

● Once your two outside mullions are in proper position, use 3 string blocks and some 
string to align the top, middle and bottom of all the mullions in between the left and right. 

● Now set all of the mullions as you did in the previous step. 
 
Once you have all of your vertical members in place you are ready for the horizontal rails 
of the Gridworx system. 

● Find where the bottom of your stone should lay on your prints and mark that 
measurement on your end mullions and make sure the mark is level. 

● Set the bottom of the “Bottom Jay” rail on this mark and check your level again. Now you 
can fasten the Bottom Jay to the face of the mullions using the appropriately provided 
screws. 

● Measure from the top of the Bottom Jay rail to the bottom of the Intermediate support rail 
and set that rail at the necessary height. HINT: The height of the stone plus the joint 
minus three inches equals the proper distance between the rails. You can cut 
spacers from wood to this distance and use them as temporary gauges while you 
fasten the rails. 

● Keep repeating until you have set the Top rail. 
 
Now you are ready to set your Gridplanx panels! 

● Apply Dow 796 silicone into the top kerf on the panel. 
● Set the correct size “L” bracket into the top kerf of the panel and into the silicone. 
● Apply another small bead of silicone just inside of the rail where the bottom kerf of the 

panel sits. 
● Set the panel onto the rail ( engaging with the lip of the rail) and rotate the panel until the 

L bracket comes into contact with the upper engagement surface. Hold the panel in this 
position and snap the L bracket into the engagement surface. Hint: You can use a 
painter's tool and a rubber mallet to assist you with the snapping. 

You have now set the first panel in many. Continue to repeat this process until your job is 
complete. Welcome to the world of Gridworx! 

 
 

 
 


